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CODA holds
conversation
on race and
racism in
the media
Noah Gunther
Staff Writer

______________________

Almost 60 students gathered in the Sankofa house living
room at 9 p.m. on Wednesday,
Feb. 4. They were there to discuss
race and racism in the media in
the first of a conversation series
organized by the Committee on
Diversity Affairs. Students sat on
the floor after the many chairs
and couches around the room
were filled.
“A conversation series in
which we see who we’re talking
to is something Lawrence needs
right now” said CODA chair and
senior Brienne Colston as she
introduced the event, referring
to conversations held over social
media, particularly the local messaging app Yik Yak, whose users
remain anonymous as they post.
Students then went around the
room sharing the gender pronouns they prefer to be addressed
by and their reasons for coming.
Next, CODA internal relations manager and sophomore Aj

See page 2

Members of SJP discuss the history of Palestinian-Israeli relations.
Photo by Hailie Nguyen

SJP holds panel discussion on Israel-Palestine relations
Lucy Pipkin
Staff Writer

___________________________________

On Feb. 10, the cinema of
the Warch Campus Center was
full of people gathered to hear
Students for Justice in Palestine’s
(SJP) four-student panel on the
“History of the Palestinian-Israeli
Question,” covering history of the
Israeli occupation of Palestine
from the pre-Ottoman period
through the summer 2014 IsraelGaza conflict. The panel was followed by a question and answer

session from the audience.
The panel addressed the
audience with photos and videos
to illustrate during the two-hour
event. SJP member panelists were
sophomore and SJP President
Tamara Nassar, senior and vice
president Eli Massey, junior and
secretary Jake Valente and freshman Mahmoud Shaar.
Nassar said one of the motivations behind SJP as a whole is
to educate. “What we are trying to
do is provide an alternative source
of information to the mainstream
Western media, to the public opin-

ion where the Palestinian narrative is overshadowed. This is what
we can do.”
“The number one thing we’re
trying to do, especially in the
United States and on this campus
especially is to raise awareness,”
said Nassar. “I’m not here to convince you of anything, I’m not here
to say you’re wrong, I’m just here
to lay out simple facts and you
take these facts home and do what
you will with them.”
“This is not about one side
versus the other,” said Massey.

“I’m not pro-Palestinian, I’m not
Pro-Israeli. I’m pro-facts, I’m prohistory. We are in favor of justice.”
Nassar started out by giving
a history of the area of Palestine
from the Ottoman period, the
1948 Arab-Israeli war and the
1967 Six-Day war. The 1948 war is
known in Arabic as Al-Nakba (The
Catastrophe), referring to the systematic exodus of Palestinians
from their homeland after the UN
Resolution to partition Palestine
for the creation of an independent

See page 2

Hoffman delivers lecture on hunger New software added to help
Ruby Dickson
Staff Writer

____________________________________

THIS

WEEK

On Thursday, Feb. 5,
Lawrence University’s Rotaract
Organization brought Emily
Hoffman of Appleton’s Riverview
Gardens to the Warch Cinema to
deliver a lecture on hunger. The
first Rotaract event of its kind,
the talk served as the club’s first
meeting of the term. It was held as
a promotional event to encourage
service within the Lawrence community, as well as to celebrate the
club’s one-year anniversary.
The choice of hunger as a
lecture topic was intended as an
introduction to an issue which
is central to the club’s function of taking action for positive
change. Hoffman, who works as
the Manager of Farm Operations
at Riverview Gardens, focused on
both starvation and malnutrition
in her speech. She asserted that
“understanding hunger and poverty as multifaceted topics is one
of the most important aspects of
education people about what it
means to address poverty.”

Hoffman has significant experience with these topics, as she has
worked with several aid groups,
including Heifer International and
Riverview Gardens.
In her talk, Hoffman described
the scope of hunger: “this is a
prevalent issue within this community, as well as internationally
in developing countries,” she said.
She also discussed the way
that malnutrition and starvation
can negatively impact a person’s
relationships, as well as their
future employment prospects.
“Once you are at the bottom it is
incredibly hard to get back up… It
is a downward spiral.”
After the lecture, Hoffman
spoke of the harmful nature of
identifying with one’s circumstances, saying “it isn’t an identity,
and you aren’t defined by it. You
are not the hunger, you are not
the poor, you are someone who is
hungry or poor.”
Hoffman also emphasized the
difference between crisis aid organizations, which focus on immediate and necessary aid such as
disaster relief, versus “development” aid groups, which provide

assistance to people interested
in improving their long-term circumstances. Hoffman spoke of
how Riverview Gardens engages
in development aid by working
with disadvantaged community members to help them build
transferable job skills. She encouraged audience members to question, “what does it mean to exist in
a state of hunger, and to say, what
is the next step? How do you move
forward from that?”
The talk was structured as an
interactive session with audience
members. Nigel Schuster, a board
member of the club, attested that
“we decided to change to format,
so that it is more interactive and
brings out what we want to tackle
as an organization.”
Hoffman regularly asked
questions of her audience, and
students responded with enthusiasm. Students in attendance
reported satisfaction with the
event itself, and students in the
crowd came forward to describe
how they see hunger. Hoffman
herself said she “appreciated people’s engagement, and I always

See page 2

improve retention rate
Ariela Rosa
Staff Writer

____________________________________

During the 2013–2014
school year, Lawrence University
received a five-year, $2.1 million grant from the Department
of Education. Among other initiatives, the grant was designed
to support Lawrence by funding
new staff positions in the Center
for Teaching & Learning (CTL) as
well as software to help improve
Lawrence’s retention rate.
At the end of Fall Term 2014,
the CTL and the Office of Student
Academic Services used part of
this grant to implement three
computer programs aimed at
helping students in several areas.
The CTL programs, Kurzweil
1000 and Kurzweil 3000, primarily convert text to speech.
According to Khrystal Condon, the
CTL learning specialist, although
the software is traditionally used
to help blind or visually impaired
students, it actually “has uses for
all learning abilities.”
She explained that Kurzweil

1000 allows students to quickly
access virtual content like books,
dictionaries and encyclopedias,
converting the text into speech
that students can listen to via
headphones.
Kurzweil 3000 shares the
Kurzweil 1000’s features, but also
includes the ability to save and
copy audio files and has useful
study aids.
According to Condon, both
programs “can be extremely helpful for students who struggle with
ADD, ADHD, dyslexia, dysgraphia
and students who have been on
IEPs (Individualized Education
Program) in the past.” She added
that auditory learners may find
the programs particularly useful.
Student Academic Services
also launched their student retention software, Sunstone, last fall.
According to Student Success
Coordinator Kathryn Frost,
Sunstone helps make communication between departments more
efficient, making it easier to help
students quickly.
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World

News

Compiled by Nathan Whiteman

UNITED
STATES—
President
Obama
asks
Congress for authorization
to engage in war against The
Islamic State, saying that the
organization poses a “Grave
Threat” to the United States.
The authorization would not
be geographically limited and
would last for three years.
SWEDEN—Sweden recognized Palestine as a nation
in October, and is now committing to a $180 million
aid package for Palestinians.
Prime Minister Stephan Lofven
said that both Palestinians and
Israeli’s must be ready to compromise

SJP Panel

continued from page 1
Jewish nation.
Nassar shared that her own
family was one of those forced
from their homes in 1948 to relocate in Jordan. They returned in
the 1970s later to find an Israeli
family living in their home. They
shared coffee with the family and
returned to Jordan. “This was the
reality of it and this was the case
of all Palestinian refugees. They
were never granted the right to
return,” said Nassar.
She explained that Israel
occupied Palestinian territories
after the Six Day War to the 1967
borders. Israel has never defined
their boundaries. The boundaries
continued to shift, allowing for
their continuous occupation.
Next, Shaar covered the context and history of the first and
second intifadas (in Arabic “the
shaking off”), in 1987 and 2000.
These were Palestinian uprisings
involving violence against the
Israeli occupation of Palestinian
territories.
Valente then described the
history and what life is like behind
the Israeli West Bank Barrier built
in 2002. He went on to describe
the effects of the wall on civilians’ access to their homes, land
and adequate water and food controlled by Israel. He also went
on to describe the impact of the
Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) and
the severe negative impact of
the segregated road system and
checkpoints in Gaza controlled by
Israel. Massey chimed in to talk
about how Palestinians are also
frequently detained without due
process by the IDF.
Massey
addressed
the
context of recent events from
the Second Intifada in 2000,
Operation Defensive Edge, to the
2014 Israel-Gaza conflict and
the ensuing deaths of Israeli and
Palestinian civilians. Massey concluded by saying that the only
way to achieve lasting peace and

UNITED
STATES—
Congress cleared a bill
Wednesday to construct the
Keystone XL oil pipeline. The
bill was passed by the house on
a 270- 152 vote.
NEW
ZEALAND—
according to Noel Munford
of the Palmerston North
Astronomical Society, that
a bright flash of light visible
during the night was probably
the result of a Meteor breaking
up in Earth’s atmosphere at
144,000kph.

CANADA—The Canadian
Supreme Court overturned a
ban on doctor assisted suicide
in a 9-0 vote. The law as it
stood levied up to a 14 year
prison sentence on assisting a
suicide. The Canadian government now has a year to rewrite
the law or it will be struck
down.

justice is to end the occupation.
During the question and
answer session, many students
asked for clarification of events
and actions. The discussion did
get heated with members of the
audience questioning the bias of
the history provided by SJP.
When a student asked about
what American students can do,
Nassar replied, saying students
should read, look at the news and
think critically. “We should think
about this.” she said.
She also emphasized having conversations about the topic
with others to raise awareness.
“Raising awareness is one of the
most important things we can do.
It can be underestimated, but it
should not be.”
Attendee and junior Tony
Smith said, “I think my biggest
issue with it was the one-sided
telling of the facts,” said Smith.
“They made it seem like European
Jews were coming in and colonizing Palestine, but this is not
necessarily true, because they
were refugees, not settlers. They
completely ignored the fact that
the Jewish people didn’t have anywhere else to go.”
Junior Zach Ben-Amots
attended the panel and asked a
few questions. “What stuck out
to me is that Tamara did a wonderful job of leading this panel.
She seems to be someone who
is very valuable in this discussion, and I appreciate her focus
on the issue of the occupation,”
said Ben-Amots. “As a pro-Palestinian panel, it was very effective
in accomplishing its goals, but as
a panel which presented itself as
an objective presentation of the
Palestinian-Israeli question, it was
completely ineffective.”
There was also controversy
about SJP not including another
person on the panel who had a
different perspective on the subject. Nassar stated such a student
had been invited, but declined to
participate.
“Next time, I would hope that
they make it more of a discus-

ISRAEL/PALESTINE—
Over 500 rabbis worldwide
and the organization “Rabbis
for Human Rights” have called
on Israel’s Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu to stop
demolishing
Palestinian
homes.

U K R A I N E — Ac c o rd i n g
to Lt. General Ben Hodges
stationed in Poland, the U.S.
military will begin training
three battalions of Ukrainian
Soldiers, focusing on defending from Russian and Rebel
artillery and rockets, securing
roads bridges and towns, treating casualties and operating
while under radio jamming.

sion and that they didn’t try to
do so by asking another member of their own organization to
join the panel,” said Ben-Amots,
“but by specifically reaching out
to those with opposing beliefs on
the cause.”
“I was there not as a member
of Hillel but just as a concerned
Jewish student,” said senior Ilana
Goldman. “Hillel has also been on
this campus as a religious and cultural group, not as a political one.”
Nassar also addressed the
alleged bias of the panel towards
Palestinians.
“We are here to represent
an underrepresented group, the
Palestinian group. Civilian lives on
both sides are equal and the same,
and we are for civilian lives all the
same. We are pro-justice, we are
against the occupation, and we
are not against Israel,” said Nassar.
“We might seem like we are representing Palestinians especially,
but we are representing the history, and this is exactly what the
history looks like. The Palestinian
narrative is under-represented;
this is why Students for Justice in
Palestine exists.”
“It’s not easy to change your
mind because you learned something new, but be open to learn,
be open to discourse, be open to
conversation,” said Nassar. “This
is exactly what we are doing here.
We are starting a conversation
that needs to happen and that
needs to continue to happen until
the occupation is lifted, and with
this conversation, things change.”
Ben-Amots expressed his
hopes for future discussions as
well. “I think that anyone invested
in this cause is equally disgusted with the inhumane treatment
of Palestinians throughout the
Palestinian territories,” he said.
“I think that when we start the
discussion there and then move to
discussing which techniques can
be employed that would not be
detrimental to the state of Israel
or the state of Palestine, then we
can have a really effective discussion.”

continued from page 1
Williams shared a presentation
of several examples of racism or
racial discussion in the media,
including a banned Mountain Dew
commercial featuring a police
lineup of five black men and a
goat, and a commercial drawing
attention to the negative connotation of the “Redskins” team name
and imagery. This second commercial never aired due to a lack
of funding.
Students attending were then
divided into groups of about fifteen, where they were asked to
discuss the implications of the
images and commercials they
had just seen. Participants were
encouraged to learn from one
another and to remain respectful
if they disagreed.
“[Small groups] are really
important to discussion” said
Williams, emphasizing the discomfort many people might have
when discussing a sensitive topic
like race. “You always have something good to say, but there’s not
always going to be a moment to
say it [in a large group].”
After spending 30 minutes in
these smaller groups, which had
dispersed throughout the house,
students reconvened in the living
room. At this point, it was just
after 10 p.m. Members of each of
the smaller groups spoke about
what they had discussed, then the
organizers of the event concluded with statements of their own.
“We clearly think these things are
important, so let’s show other
people that they are important”
said Williams to the group.
Although the meeting had

Software

continued from page 1
“The Sunstone software is
really meant to enhance the data
that's already here,” said Frost.
She further stated, “Let's say that
a student has some sort of an
emergency back home…maybe
their RHD would know that, but
then nobody else would know,
because that person had to leave
campus right away.”
With Sunstone, students
would be able to talk to one person, who could communicate
information quickly to others
rather than having to contact several faculty and staff members
individually. Sunstone could also
be used to help staff connect students to campus resources.
Frost explained that Sunstone
would be particularly useful
because of Lawrence’s ten-week
terms. “When you're in a nosedive, being able to pull up in time
to get up and over in 10 weeks
can be a real challenge,” explained

Hoffman

continued from page 1
think it’s interesting to see people
engage in a way that’s a little bit
more cognitive and thoughtful.”
Schuster gave credit to freshman Tamanna Akram as the primary organizer for the event. She
contacted Hoffman through the
Rotary club with which Lawrence
Rotaract operates, in addition to
managing advertising and logistical planning for the event. Rotaract
board members expressed satisfaction with the lecture, describ-

officially ended, students were
invited to stay at Sankofa and
watch Disney’s “Tarzan” with
house members.
“Sankofa house is new on
campus this academic year, and
it’s still defining its role on campus,” stated Colston, who lives in
the house. “We started out with a
Halloween party last term, and we
wanted to start with that method
because we’ve seen it work at
Lawrence” she said, explaining
how Sankofa was working to construct a welcoming environment.
“We really want to create a safe
space on campus for students of
color and marginalized students
… we want people to feel comfortable here.”
Senior Nancy Corona, who
also lives in Sankofa, agreed that
the house is important as a safe
space on campus and as a setting
for this type of event. “It was great
to see that students who I see
every day on campus cared and
recognized the value of having a
conversation on race and racism
in the media … I think it was
important to hold this event at
Sankofa not only because it aligns
with the house's mission but also
because Sankofa is intended to be
a welcoming space for these kinds
of conversations.”
Corona concluded by emphasizing the importance of having
a physical space like Sankofa at
Lawrence. “I hope Sankofa's presence on campus leads to a truly
more inclusive campus. Lawrence
and its student body prides itself
on being friendly and welcoming;
that is all true, but friendly and
welcoming isn't the same as inclusive. As a senior, I wish a space like
this had been around when I was
a freshman.”
Frost.
She continued, “So the faster
we can get help to people, the better off they'll be. And this is what
helps them stay and be successful;
that's what retention is.”
Frost also addressed students’ concerns about Sunstone,
stating that faculty would not be
able to communicate with each
other about students and that any
information stored in the system
would be confidential, only viewable to those who need access to
the information.
“It's not like there's going to
be this big database of stuff that
everyone's going to have access
to,” stated Frost. “We all are very
sensitive to the idea of privacy and
following FERPA.”
Ultimately, the CTL and
the Office of Student Academic
Services hope that these programs
will help students succeed and
enable staff and faculty to more
efficiently help students overcome
challenges.

ing the amount of attendees as a
“strong turnout, given the type of
event it was.”
As the event was intended
as a celebration of Rotaract’s first
year in existence, club members
also spoke of the club’s accomplishments and service over the
past year.
Rotaract has also worked
recently to send aid to Pakistan,
and the club hopes to include
more professional activities over
the next year.
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Can My Pet Goldfish
Be My Valentine?
Sarah Wagner
Columnist

_______________________

Dear Sarah,

should be doing something more
with my Feb. 14. Help a girl out and
tell me how to have the least sappy
Valentine’s Day OF ALL TIME.
—Sad Solitary Single Gal

Valentine’s Day is supposed to
be all rainbows and puppies and
cupcakes and roses but gosh darn
it, the whole day just makes me sad.
And not sad in the way that makes
me want to drink a bottle of wine
and marathon all the bad romantic movies on Lifetime, but sad in
the way that makes me wish I was
having Cosmopolitan cover girl
worthy sex with someone. Don’t get
me wrong, it’s awfully sweet that
my Aunt Gertrude always sends me
a card in the mail, but the media
keeps making
me think I

Dear Single Gal,

Don’t ever marathon Lifetime,
unless it’s a Project Runway or a
Sex in the City marathon. Those
movies are so unbelievably not
worth your time. And who ever
said Valentine’s Day was reserved
for sexual relationships only? Why
can’t you celebrate Valentine’s
Day with your best friend, or your
Aunt Gertrude or even just yourself?

That’s one of the funniest
things about the English language.
We use the word “love” so many
times throughout the day—I love
this class, I love the weather, I love
my dog or I love my skateboard—
and yet we put such emphasis on
having one specific romantic partner. But having that one specific
romantic partner is more important on Feb. 14 than on any other
day of the year.
Have you ever thought about
treating yourself for Valentine’s

Day? You, yes you, could be your
very own date for the evening.
Go to the spa—it’s reading period
after all, I’m sure you could use the
rest and the pampering. As long as
your wallet is up for it, treat yourself to a little retail therapy. Most
stores have released their spring
lines by now, you could be featuring the height of warm weather
fashion before there’s any warm
weather to celebrate. Take yourself out to the movies! There is
nothing stopping you from seeing

a movie all by yourself. I can’t in
good conscience recommend Fifty
Shades of Grey, but there’s still a
smattering of Oscar bait films in
theaters.
If you really can’t bear the
thought of being alone, here’s
my suggestion for how to have
the most original and exciting
Valentine’s Day OF ALL TIME.
Find one person you love and find
one thing you would love to do

See page 7

AROUND THE WORLD IN EIGHT ISSUES
Valentine’s Day

Xue Yan is a junior philosophy
major from Changchun, China.
People
do
celebrate
Valentine’s Day in China, but it is
treated as an imported western
holiday. Like [at] other western
holidays, people in China just do
lots of shopping, buying lots of
chocolate [and] flowers. I don’t
think people know why it’s called
“Valentine’s day;” they don’t know
the history or the traditions,
except shopping.
However, there is a “Chinese
Valentine’s Day.” This holiday is
determined by the lunar calendar, not the solar calendar like
the western Valentine’s. I think
this year it is in August. Like
Valentine’s Day, it celebrates
romantic love.
The myth that it’s based on is

about heavenly spirit, who, along
with her fellow spirits, comes
down to earth to take a shower,
essentially. The spirit misplaced
her clothes, and [a] laborer found
them and kept them safe for her.
When she found him and her
clothes, the two of them fell in
love, but the union is forbidden
because of the difference in status
between a deity and a human. So
they have to separate and she has
to return to the heavens. However,
she keeps telling her father how
much she loves this man and how
much she misses him, and so he
allows the two of them to meet
once every year, and that’s the
day that’s celebrated as Chinese
Valentine’s Day. People love the
story both because it’s a romantic
story, but also because it represents a successful love between

two people of very different social
status.
And, honestly, although it has
a much bigger history in China
and is much more a part of the
culture, we celebrate it in the
same ways as Valentine’s Day in
the West, with lots of chocolate
and flowers, maybe a cute card or
something.
Hikari Tanaka is a junior biology major from Tema, Ghana
and Nara, Japan.
Valentine’s Day is part of
western culture so during this
time, Ghanaians pretty much do
the same thing as everyone else:
buy chocolates, roses, teddy bears,
etc.
But Ghanaians are also very

QUESTION MARK
Do you think romantic relationships formed during college
years can be long lasting? What can help or hinder the
longevity of these relationships?

I asked colleagues
in student life to field
this question—they
said:

It is a testament
to the impact that
Lawrence has on students in general that many relationships
formed here (not just romantic ones)

persist long after graduation. We believe
that the key is fostering healthy relationships during the college years (those
defined by effective communication and
mutual respect) as they have the best
chance of being powerful, long-lasting,
and fulfilling. We have found that any
relationship, romantic or otherwise, can
succeed if it is tended, nurtured and
valued.

Have questions for President Burstein?

Send them to us anonymously at lawrentian@lawrence.edu

Samhita Nagaraj is a senior psychology major from Bangalore,
India.
Valentine’s Day is typically
celebrated like it is in the West. It’s
just a Hallmark holiday. Romantic
love isn’t really a thing in India,
traditionally. Love is expected to
grow between you, in an arranged
marriage, and it isn’t really even
love, it’s just a deep bond.
However, Valentine’s Day

U
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Do you think romantic relationships formed during college years can be long lasting?
Total Votes: 68

jovial people so it is also a day for
jokes! Pretty much everyone can
enjoy the day [whether] you are in
a relationship or not. When I was
in high school, the principal once
shared chocolate with the whole
school because it was Valentine’s
Day.

Barely ever.
7%

Susannah Miller
is celebrated by some people
in India, and the RSS (Rashtriya
Swayamsevak Sangh, a right-wing
Hindu nationalist party in India)
is planning on doing “social policing” this year. They are planning
on patrolling the streets and dragging any couple showing any sign
of physical attraction towards
each other to the nearest temple and getting them married by
force. Either that or they want to
force them to tie rakhis on each
other’s wrists (symbolically making them brother and sister). This
is Valentine’s Day in India. It is
illegal, of course.
The funny thing is, though,
there is a side effect that they did
not intend. They said “any people”
who are sharing physical intimacy; that includes gay couples! So,
they [the RSS] are basically creating a loophole to constitutional
amendment 377 which basically abolished gay
marriage last year.

www. l awr enti an
.c o m

Never.
4%

In some cases.
68%

Mostly.
21%
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Vikings swept by NCHA rival Adrian
Clare Bruning
Staff Writer

______________________

The Lawrence University
hockey team (6-16-1, 5-11-0
NCHA) is heading into the last
weekend of regular season
competition after a challenging
series at home against the Adrian
College Bulldogs (17-3-3, 14-1-1
NCHA). Currently seated first in
the conference and ranked No. 6
in the nation, the Bulldogs swept
the series—but not without a
solid fight from the Vikings.
On Friday, Feb. 6, the Bulldogs
arrived at the Appleton Family Ice
Center and started strong, recording power play goals in the first
five minutes of both the first and
second periods. The aggression
between the two teams led to
many penalties, and the Vikings
had trouble capitalizing on their
power play opportunities. Adrian
continued to dominate offensively,
firing two more into the back of
the Lawrence net before the second intermission.
The Vikings made a success-

ful play of their own just over
halfway through the third period
when sophomore Sean Reynolds
scored off assists from juniors
Renato Engler and Brandon
Boelter. Unfortunately, it wasn’t
enough to outweigh the two additional goals the Bulldogs scored to
build upon their early control, and
the final result was a 6-1 Adrian
victory.
The teams reconvened on
Saturday, Feb. 7, for an afternoon
grudge match at the AFIC. The
Bulldogs rolled with the previous night’s momentum right off
the bat, burying five goals in the
first period. Off to a rough start,
the Vikings flipped a switch in the
second period, meeting Adrian’s
hostility with a fire of their own.
8 minutes into the second period
sophomore Ryan Robertson won
a clean faceoff and fed the puck to
junior Steve Hughes, who directed
it solidly into the Adrian net to get
the Vikings on the board.
The rest of the game was
filled with penalties, as the
Vikings and the Bulldogs battled
it out for scoring opportunities
and to defend their honor. Several

5- and 10-minute penalties gave
the Vikings extended power play
opportunities, sometimes on a
2-man advantage, but none of
their attempts were able to find
their mark. Adrian, on the other
hand, scored two more power
play goals to bring the final score
to 7-1.
The Vikings are currently sitting 7th in the conference with 10
points, and are looking to improve
upon that this weekend against
Finlandia University (4-18-1,
3-13-0 NCHA). The Lions are in
10th with 6 points, coming off a
5-game losing streak, having fallen to Adrian, MSOE, and Marian in
the past three weeks.
The top 8 teams in the league
advance to the first round of playoffs, so the Vikings are in good
position to record a couple wins
this weekend and earn a spot.
The Vikings will spend reading
period on the road, traveling to
Hancock, Mich. to face the Lions
at the Houghton County Arena at
7:15 pm on Friday, Feb. 13, and at
3 pm on Saturday, Feb. 14.

pletely controlled by Lawrence as
the team would lead by as many as
37 points with close to 10 minutes
to play. The final score was 100-67
in favor of the Vikings. “Everyone
who went in contributed a lot to
this win, and that’s a really great
feeling. Putting up 100 points felt
great and was a great indication as
to how well we played for a whole
40 minutes as a team and how
dangerous we can be offensively,”
says Willer.
Scoring leaders for the
Vikings included Ryan DePouw,
whose 26 points brought his
career point total to 1,001 which
makes him only the 22nd player in
Lawrence history to score 1,000
points. Other performers of note
were senior Jamie Nikitas with 16
points and 6 rebounds and Connor
Weas who scored 15 points in 16
minutes. This victory brought the
Vikings’ record to 9-12.
On the women’s side, the
Lady Vikes had the challenge of
facing the very competitive Illinois
College team. “We knew we had to
play together, take care of the ball,
and work hard on both offense
and defense,” says freshman forward Danelle Buck.
The game began with a quick
Illinois College scoring run to
bring the score to 15-5 after just
over six minutes of play, however the Vikings responded with a
10-2 scoring run late in the half to
trim the lead to 28-23. The Lady
Blues countered with the final five
points of the half to bring the

score to 33-23.
Illinois College then started
the second half with a fiery 16-2
run and brought the score to
49-25 with just under 15 minutes left in the game. The Vikings
responded with renewed life and
scored 18 points to shorten the
lead to 54-43. The Lady Blues
were able to hold off the Vikings’
surge however and sealed the win
with a final score of 65-52.
Senior Kassidy Rinehart
stuffed the stat book this game
with 13 points and 11 rebounds;
good for a double-double. Buck
led Lawrence’s scoring with
14 points, and freshman Olivia
Hoesley added 10 points of her
own. This weekend’s loss brings
the Lady Vikes’ record to 0-20.
Overall, both the men’s and
women’s teams look forward to
continuing to practice and compete at a high level. “Our focus
is pretty straightforward; we’re
going to keep playing hard,” says
Willer.
“These last three games are
winnable games for us, and we
really want the seniors to go out
on a good note.” Buck adds. “We
are going to focus on playing with
consistency each game by playing
together and working hard.”
The men’s basketball team
will play next on February 18th at
Carroll while the women’s team
will play on February 16th at
Maranatha Baptist.

Men’s & Women’s B-ball split games vs Illinois
Matt Geleske
Staff Writer

_____________________

The men’s and women’s basketball teams both competed this
past weekend against the Illinois
College Blueboys—with a record
of 4-16 going into the game—
and the Lady Blues (13-7). Led
by senior Ryan DePouw, the men
dominated their game with a final
score of 100-67. Despite a valiant
final effort, the women’s team did
not fare as well and lost their
game 65-52.
Concerning the men’s team,
the Vikings went into the game
focusing playing hard and giving
their all on every single play. “As
a team we all had that mentality of just giving it all we had,”
says sophomore forward Mitch
Willer. “We can be a dangerous
team when we put it all together
like that.”
The Vikings began the game
with a slow start and were trailing
the Blueboys 18-8 just after five
minutes of game-time. The team
seemed to pull it together after
that and went on a commanding
13-2 run over the next three minutes to take the lead 21-20. The
Vikings dominated the game after
that and went on a stunning 31-9
run in the last 10 minutes of the
half to bring the score to 60-33 at
halftime.
The second half was com-

The Men’s and Women’s Track teams competed against conference
foes at a UW–Stevens Point meet last week.
Photo provided by Paul Wilke

Last spring term, I studied abroad at the London Centre with
the three seniors on the men’s basketball team: Andrew Borresen,
Shane “Blade” Cullian and Ryan “The General” DePouw. The trio
lived in flat 3 of our housing complex on Manson Place in South
Kensington, and I often made the trek from flat 8 to talk life and
quite frequently, basketball. Here is a tidbit of what I learned:
Andrew Borresen seemingly had the London Underground
Tube system engrained in his brain from day one. It was as if he
lived vicariously through his older brother and fellow London
Centre alum, Erik Borresen, years earlier. The sugar-based portion
of his diet consisted strictly of blueberry muffins. He purchased
the £1 muffins at a local supermarket called Sainsbury’s. Borresen
more often than not took advantage of that deal.
Shane Cullian is an Everton FC supporter, which speaks to
the content of his character—he’s a great guy. Shane thoroughly
enjoyed his Tom Clancy novels, Sherlock Holmes’ museums, and
more than anything else, Professor Fosdal. The British Life and
Culture professor—who gave a Scottish independence lecture at
Lawrence on Oct. 2—bonded with Shane over World War II, spies
and his curious perspective on “America.”
Last but not least, Ryan DePouw. Plain and simple, the man
loves his basketball. So much so that he once listened to a threeplus hour Memphis Grizzlies’ podcast from 2:00 to 5:00 a.m. on
a Saturday. I once told him about a basketball-related tweet—
minutes after it had been posted—to which DePouw responded,
“Dude, I heard about that a week ago. Where have you been?” He’s
a basketball encyclopedia, and recently became the 22nd player in
Lawrence history to record 1,000 career points.
I caught up with the guys again to ask several pertinent questions. This week’s column is Part I, a sneak peak of the interview.
Come back next week to enjoy Part II.
Q: If you could go back to London for just one hour, how would
you fill your time?
Ryan: I think that I would just free roam the town. Head through
Hyde Park, make my way over to the River Thames, and just take
in the sights one more time. Or I might just head straight to the
pub and people watch for an hour. Who knows, really?
Andrew: If I could go back to foggy London town for just one hour,
my time would definitely start off by walking off the District Line
at South Kensington station. I’d snag three cookies from Ben’s
Cookies, stroll down Old Brompton Road, and stop by good ol’
Manson Place. I’d make sure to snag our crew of LU and Drexel
University friends, a few bottles of wine, stride it up Queen’s Gate,
and we’d all play pickup football in Hyde Park together again.
Shane: To accompany Andrew’s (Marty’s) response, I would also
take the tube to the highly regarded Kensington Station. I would
also stop by our favorite convenience store, Tesco, for multiple
bottles of wine and some snacks for a “football” filled afternoon in
Hyde Park with our Drexel companions. However, I would probably deviate early from the group and join my favorite professor/
father figure Michael Fosdal at Gloucester Arms for a pint and
a pipe smoke, while discussing World War Two and watching
Queen’s Park Ranger Football. (I’m strange, I get it.)

Q: Walk us through your routine from two hours before the
game, until tip-off.
Ryan: Get to the gym, listen to some music, watch a little of the
women’s game and then it’s straight to the training room, because
I’m 22 with the joints of a 60-year-old. After I’m done with that I
try to just relax and stay loose…which usually means making fun
of Blade or Andrew until pre-game starts.
Andrew: I go through the same routine before every home game.
Back at the room, I’ll take a shower, shave, and usually throw on
some good music, too. About 90 minutes prior to tip, I’ll drive over
to Alex, grab my uniform and head up to the gym to watch some
of the women’s game. I’ve got a pretty good playlist of some current stuff I like to listen to before every game. From there, I’ll get
dressed and head to the training room, where I ice my feet and get
nice and loose. The body’s getting old, so I like to take my time and
dial in while I’m preparing in there. All that’s left to do is assemble
the group in the team room, listen to coach’s pregame speech, and
get ready for warm-ups.
Shane: I try to arrive to the gym about two hours before game
time (after ordering an Italian Night Club sandwich from Jimmy
John’s) in order to glance at the LU scouting report provided by
Joe Vanden Acker, as well as to gossip with [freshman] Eric Weiss
about the halftime free-throw competition. After that, I’ll throw
on my Matchbox Twenty playlist, head down to the locker room,
possibly shave if I have an ungodly amount of facial hair, and then
head to the training room in search of multiple heat pads to warm
up my knees—which are due for a replacement in my early 30’s
most likely.
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Athlete of the Week
by Gabriel Armistead Chapman

Ryan DePouw: Men’s Basketball
This week I sat down with Senior guard Ryan DePouw of the Lawrence
University men’s basketball team. DePouw recently became the 22nd
player in Lawrence history to score 1,000 points in a 100-67 blowout
win over Illinois College on Saturday, February 7th, scoring 26 points
on 8-of-13 shooting from the floor.
Gabe Chapman: Scoring 1,000 points is quite an impressive achievement. How does it feel to be part of that special group of players?
Ryan DePouw: It’s really cool. It’s never been something I was shooting for, but it’s something I’m proud of. I’ve put a lot of time into
basketball, worked hard freshman through senior year, and it’s neat to
always have that milestone to look at. To see your name up there with
all those other great players who put on the jersey before.

GC: Looking back on your career at Lawrence, what are you proud of
(aside from reaching the 1,000 point mark) and what do you wish you
could’ve done differently?
RD: I wish we could’ve gotten a few more wins; we’ve been so close
to the conference tournament. Every year since I’ve been here, we’ve
been in fifth place, and if we can finish strong this year, it looks like we
could end up fifth or sixth again, right at the top-four echelon ... just
maybe played a little better in
close games down the stretch
if I could do it over again.
I’m proud of a lot of things—
making it through four years
of a college sport and not having my body break down is
a solid athletic achievement.
I’m proud of the interactions
I’ve had with my teammates.
I feel like I’ve been a good
teammate and most people
have enjoyed playing with
me. I’ve had a lot of fun.
GC: So as one of three Seniors,
how have you approached
roles of responsibility or
leadership within the team?

Ryan DePauw
Photo by Emei Thompson

Do younger players look up to you?
RD: Yeah, I try to lead by example—be one of the first people in the
gym and one of the last ones to leave. Give guys tips, be around the
block I guess you could say. I’ve been through a lot of games and all
the trips, and we have a lot of younger guys on the team so I fell like
our roles have been important in not only helping them this year but
also for the future so hopefully they can lead us to more wins and
successes.

GC: What first drew you to the game?
RD: I’ve always loved basketball. My sisters put a photo of me on
Instagram shooting hoops and dunking a ball [from] when I was two.
It’s always been a big sport in my family. Basketball has always been
the most fun for me. I was pretty short until High School where I had
a four or five inch growth spurt, and then it got really fun to play. I
imagine I’ll be forty or fifty years old and still shooting around or playing as long as I can.
GC: How has your game has changed since freshman year?
RD: Good question. When I came into college I relied a lot more
on athleticism—just being able to jump and run. I would say I had
a decent basketball IQ, but at that point I couldn’t read a screen or
understand the intricacies of the game. I think right now I’m fairly
confident that my decision-making has gotten a lot better, just knowing where and how to get open. Defensively I’ve improved a ton; I
used to just chase my man around aimlessly but now I understand
how I fit in with the team. And I’ve put on a lot of strength, which has
helped a ton with drawing fouls and getting to the basket.

GC: What’s your favorite part about being on the LU basketball team?
RD: The friendships by far, I’ve made some of my best friends from
playing basketball at Lawrence. Guys I couldn’t imagine not being a
part of my life. It’s a really neat thing to be part of a team that’s so
close.

GC: What are your hopes for the rest of the season?
RD: I just want to finish strong, play hard and have fun. Just go out
the right way I guess. It’s been a kind of reflective phase for me at this
point in the season and my career. It would be nice to go out with a
bang.

Softball

Freshman Sportlight
Devin Ditto
Staff Writer

____________________________________

Kori Looker is a freshman looking
forward to her first season with the
Vikings Softball Team.
Where are you from? What
drew you to Lawrence?
Weyauwega,
Wisconsin.
Honestly, softball was a huge factor, but the academics also helped.
How old were you when you
started playing softball?
I played baseball growing up;
I must have been like 10 or 11
when I started with softball.

What sparked that initial interest in the sport?
I don’t really know. I found
it fun, my brother had a huge
impact. He played and I would
want to play with him. He taught
me a lot about the game- he made
it rough on me at first so that
helped with the competiveness.

The season hasn’t officially
started yet, but you guys are
practicing. How has that been
different than in high school?
They are similar, but it’s more
intense here. I’m the only freshman on the team so that’s pretty
intimidating. The weightlifting

Where:
Grinnell College
When:
Feb. 13 - 15

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM
MWC
OVR
St. Norbert
15-1
18-3
Carroll
11-4
14-6
Cornell
11-5
13-8
Illinois
10-5
13-7
Lake Forest
10-6
11-10
Grinnell
7-8
9-11
Knox
7-8
9-11
Monmouth
7-8
8-12
Beloit
5-11
6-15
Ripon
2-13
2-18
Lawrence
0-16
0-20
HOCKEY
TEAM		
Adrian		
Lake Forest		
St. Norbert		
MSOE		
St. Scholastica		
Marian		
Lawrence		
Concordia (Wis.)
Northland		
Finlandia		

OVR
14-1-1
12-3-1
11-4-1
9-7-0
8-6-2
7-8-1
5-11-0
4-12-0
3-11-2
3-13-0

What do you hope to bring to
the team this season?
Positivity and enthusiasm. I
hope to be a helpful asset to getting successful percentages and
averages all around.
What are you most looking forward to this season?
Having a successful season.
Mostly the experience. My goal
growing up was the play college
softball and now I’m actually
doing it, which is great.

Swimming & Diving
MWC Championships

MEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM
MWC
OVR
St. Norbert
16-0
20-1
Monmouth
10-5
13-7
Ripon
10-5
13-7
Grinnell
10-5
12-8
Lake Forest
8-8
9-11
Lawrence
7-9
9-12
Beloit
6-10
7-14
Cornell
6-10
7-14
Carroll
5-10
8-12
Knox
4-11
6-14
Illinois
3-12
4-16

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
Feb. 11, 2015

here is more important than in
high school where the overall fundamentals were the main focus.

Kori Looker
Photo by Emei Thompson

Weekend Events

Lawrence

STANDINGS

BY THE
NUMB3RS
Fencing

Northwestern

Lawrence
Where:
Northwestern
When:
Feb. 14 & 15
9 a.m.

1,000
Ryan DePouw
became the 22nd
Basketball player in
LU history to score
1000 career points.
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CABARET
Viva Santa Cruz
Ollin Garcia Pliego
Staff Writer

______________________________

Cabaret is Lawrence International’s
biggest event of the academic year and
this year it is is scheduled for April 11
and 12. Through the integration of multicultural dance and performance groups,
Cabaret engages the Lawrence community
in a show that is dedicated to educating
students and illustrating cultures from all
parts of the world.
Latin American culture will be present in this year’s Cabaret. A Bolivian dance
is being led by senior Diana Szteinberg,
a Bolivian-Argentinian dual citizen who
is majoring in environmental studies and
minoring in physics. Additionally, talented skill comes from dance group member
Catiel Galindo, a Mexican student majoring in psychology and Spanish. Here, both
Szteinberg and Galindo share their backgrounds and experiences rehearsing before
the main event.

Ollin Garcia: Have you danced for
Cabaret before?
Diana Szteinberg: I’ve been in Cabaret
every year since I’ve been at Lawrence. My
first year I did the Peruvian dance and a
dance from a region in Africa… it was a
singing performance. My second year, I did
a dance from Israel, which I choreographed
with the help of other people from Hillel.
Junior year I did the “Hula” dance and I was
also President, so I was organizing it. This
year I’m just going to do the Bolivian dance:
Viva Santa Cruz!
OG: What was one of the toughest
things while organizing Cabaret last year?
DS: The most difficult thing always is
choosing the groups that audition, because
we do have a limited space and we had
really good auditions last year so it was
hard to choose.
OG: How did you come up with the
Bolivian dance?
DS: I came up with it from experience.
This is a type of dance that doesn’t have a
set choreography because it is supposed to
be a fun carnival theme dance and I have
done a lot of it during my school years in
dance festivals. I look at different videos,
and kind of mix the best parts…that I like
the most… I try to bring in the most typical
things: the hats [and] skirts.
OG: Where in Bolivia is your dance
from? What type of dance is it?

DS: It’s from the east of Bolivia, the
lowlands, because Bolivia has highlands
and lowlands. I’m from the lowlands, Santa
Cruz, specifically, [which is] the biggest of
nine departments in Bolivia. This is a very
typical dance, not modern, but it’s still done
today.
It is a dance from carnival, which is
actually coming up in February, and carnival has evolved [into a] very modern tradition now. You put other types of music, but
there is still a big parade in which a lot of
typical dances from all nine departments
come together and groups do their thing.
The most typical one in Santa Cruz
is called “Taquirari,” which is what I’m
doing. It’s a very jumpy [and] couple-based
dance. You know [that it] is from my region
because of the type of costumes that they
wear: for warm climate… cotton, super
[loose] and guys wear hats to protect
[themselves] from the sun.
Ollin Garcia: Have you participated in
Cabaret before?
Catiel Galindo: Yes, I participated in
Cabaret last year. I did the Peruvian dance
with other friends. It was six of us and it
was pretty fun and a good experience. [It
was called] “El Huaranguito,” that was the
name of the song so I’m guessing that was
the name of the dance.
OG: How much has your group been
practicing so far?
CG: Two times a week, Tuesdays and
Thursdays. It’s a very simple dance compared to [other ones]. We started practicing
about four weeks ago.
OG: In your opinion, is it more of a
folkloric or more of a modern dance?
CG: It is a very traditional dance. You
can see it in the way they dress and the way
they dance, especially men. They take their
hats off [as if they were showing respect to
women].
OG: How do you feel when dancing and
how do you interact with the music?
CG: I feel happy when I’m dancing, I
just follow the music. [The song] makes me
smile. The music has a certain beat that you
can easily follow. Diana is a very good guide
in this dance. As partners and as a team we
interact pretty well.
OG: Do the dance and music remind
you of home?
CG: It is a bit of a tricky question
because I am from Mexico but I do see my
culture and Latin American culture in the
way they dress. Music wise, it’s completely
different. I can only identify on the clothing.

Bjørnerud educates about
Gogebic Taconite controversy
Rachel Taber
Staff Writer

______________________________

On Thursday, Feb. 5, Walter Schober
Professor of Environmental Studies and
Professor of Geology Marcia Bjørnerud gave
a small lecture on the current events in
the Gogebic Range at a Greenfire meeting
in order to raise awareness of what’s happening.
Since 2010, mining company Gogebic
Taconite (GTac), run by Chris Cline, has
been interested in mining in the Gogebic
Range in Wisconsin. Since then, legislature
has been introduced to allow mining in the
area to become legal. If the legislature is
passed, GTac will be able to mine for iron in
the Gogebic Range.
However, GTac’s fervor has died down
in recent weeks, as they have not turned in
the paperwork. Bjørnerud explained, “In
the spring if there is still is no activity, I
think that will be an indicator that they
really are not serious about pursuing this
anymore.”
The Gogebic Range lies in Iron County
on the northwest tip of Wisconsin.
“The Gogebic Range is one of the
few dramatic ranges of hills that we have,
and it’s a surprisingly pristine area,” said
Bjørnerud. “It feels very different than the
rest of Wisconsin.”
There are many possible consequences

that could come with mining in Iron County,
like sulfuric acid, phosphorus and heavy
metals being introduced into the ground
water and water table, as well as a radical
change in life.
“[The Gogebic Range] economy these
days is mainly tourism, so many of the local
people are concerned about the effect on
the tourist economy,” Bjørnerud explained.
The mine in the Gogebic Range could
be stopped before it even got built, either
by the DNR denying approval or a federal
lawsuit.
“If the DNR approved [the permit],
then there could be lawsuits that could
potentially stop the legislation, because
some of the state law is so over-reaching, it
violates federal law,” said Bjørnerud.
To get more information, there are
many resources on the issue, including
the Wisconsin DNR website, the Bad River
Band of Lake Superior Chippewa website,
the Penokee Hills Education project and the
mining section in the Great Lakes Indian
Fish and Wildlife Commission. Blogger
Richard Thiede has been writing about the
Gogebic Range mining for several years.
“Based on the comments from GTac in
the last two weeks, I do think they are having to acknowledge that this not a particle
project,” said Bjørnerud. “I am hopeful that
GTac is not going to build this mine, but
it doesn’t mean we’re safe because we’re
stuck with this really terrible law.”

Professor Bjørnerud educates students on this environmental threat.
Photo by Billy Liu

Sonic Meditations offer relaxation and education
Anh Ta

Staff Writer

______________________________________________

On Feb. 3, the Lawrence University
Unitarian Universalists (LUUU) and junior
Susannah Miller presented Lawrentians
with the rare chance to experience Sonic
Meditations. Conservatory students and
faculty may be familiar with this type of
meditation; however, to the rest of the
university, not many have heard of it or
understand its benefits which go beyond
the musical sphere.
The Sonic Meditations presenter,
Susannah Miller, was enthusiastic to share
her first experience with Sonic Meditations
on a study-abroad trip to India.
“It was a very Lawrentian moment,”
Miller said. “We walked to a Buddhist cave
and picked up the sounds around us, […]
the sound of the rain and the sound of
people who were trying to sell us things.
When we got to the cave, we sat down and

started meditating. One person then picked
a note and sang, and the others could join in
when they felt like it. As I sang the note that
I liked, I listened and when I heard the notes
that I like, I could sing that. So it introduced
new sounds but also harmonized with all
the sounds around us.”
Sonic Meditations are a series of
group sound improvisations, composed in
the spirit of the Deep Listening method.
Pioneered by composer Pauline Oliveros,
this approach has gained a lot of interest in the Conservatory, as it helps participants listen actively and respond
to the sounds around them. Dean of the
Conservatory Brian Pertl was excited to
share the integration of Deep Listening into
the Conservatory’s curriculum.
“Sonic Meditations… help participants
become better listeners and contributors,”
said Pertl. “We use Deep Listening and
Sonic Meditations in the Entrepreneurial
Musician class, music education classes,
some of our ethnomusicology offerings,

some composition classes, IGLU and the
new D-Term Deep Listening Intensive
taught by Leila Pertl and me.”
With a focus on active listening and
responding, Deep Listening and Sonic
Meditations are not only helpful for musicians, but also for non-musicians. In everyday life context, one can learn to be more
attentive and aware of the surroundings
and relieve some stress.
According to Dean Pertl, the benefits of this method are far-reaching. “Deep
Listening can focus the mind, reduce the
stress and brain clutter, and help get you
to a space where your creative spirit can
dance.”
Deep Listening can renew and transform the ways we see and experience the
world. With a much greater appreciation for
her surroundings, Miller emphasized her
key learning point from Sonic Meditations.
“Every sound can be music,” said Miller.
“It taught me that music did not have to
happen in a specific time and place, or with

an instrument. The sound of the rain, or the
sound of someone slipping into a puddle is
as legitimate as any other sound.”
Based on the positive reception during
the session on Feb. 3, Miller is also excited
to continue Sonic Meditations on a more
regular basis, not necessarily as a formal
club on campus but in a more informal
gathering setting.
“It is great fun,” said Miller. “You get to
make a kind of music that does not require
expertise. It is interesting to be a part of
something and see the changes you make.
It is a micro ecosystem of sounds.”
Students can look forward to experiencing this very unique approach of Deep
Listening in these future sessions, but in
the meantime, we can experience it in our
own way, by keeping our ears open to our
surroundings.
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CODA and Sankofa collaborate to open conversation
Margaret Koss
Staff Writer

______________________________

On February 4, the Committee On
Diversity Affairs (CODA) held the first in
a series of discussions aimed at creating a
safe space for education and awareness of
dimensions of diversity in Sankofa house.
The event had a much bigger turnout than
expected by CODA members, indicating that
these are the kinds of conversations a lot of
Lawrentians want to be having.
Senior and CODA chair Brienne Colston
said the idea for the forum initially came
from wanting to collaborate with Sankofa.
“The house really fosters multi-culturalism and conversation surrounding identity and marginalization,” Colston said. “Since
CODA is rooted in social justice, we decided
it would be a great collaboration.” Members
of CODA wanted all of campus to feel welcome coming to Sankofa—especially those
who don’t know about what the house or

committee does.
“We were hoping for participants who
had never been to our events to walk away
with either a new community or a new
perspective,” sophomore International
Relations Coordinator AJ Williams said.
Williams started going to CODA meetings
her freshman year “not only as an observer,
but to listen and contribute to making campus a safe place for people of color by using
my privilege as a platform for those who
were not as supported as I was on a campus
with an anglo-centric culture.”
CODA works to provide that support.
It can be difficult for marginalized students
to have a voice on campus—and that difficulty grows with a lack of understanding by
others. So, CODA is addressing the problem
head-on and providing an avenue for learning and gaining perspective.
“What we’re really hoping to do is to
stop issues where they arise,” Colston said.
“I think that having conversations like this
in a room not only strengthens our own
senses of self and our understanding, but

it also gives us the ability to articulate
things that we don’t like on campus that
we normally wouldn’t have the language to
do. A lot of people know when something is
wrong, but they don’t know how to say it.”
The night’s topic, “Race and Racism in
the Media,” centered on recognizing when
and where racism occurs in the media and
how to counteract it. The forum started
with background on the issue and delved
into examples from different forms of racism in TV and advertising, followed by
discussion questions in smaller groups. The
conversations allowed students to share
their experiences, learn from the experiences of others, and learn how to combat
racism day to day.
“CODA has and continues to challenge
me in my allyship on campus and how to
successfully engage and educate in conversations about racism, and in my mindset
of race on campus and how important it is
to embrace our differences of complexion
and culture,” Williams said. CODA’s goal for
the future is to provide these tactics to a

broader spectrum of campus, not just those
already involved.
“A lot of the problems we have come
from the fact that people come because
they kind of have an idea of what we’re
doing. We really want to reach people who
maybe don’t have an idea or who maybe
have preconceived notions of the group. I
think that involves coming to their circles
and branching out,” Colston said.
Williams added, “I hope that individuals who have differing opinions join us at
future events to constructively bring their
opinions and concerns to the table. We all
have something to learn from each other.”
And there will be plenty of opportunity for that in the near future. CODA is
already planning the next few discussions
and have a few topics lined up, including
the Ebola scare and cultural appropriation
in the music industry—so keep your eye on
upcoming Facebook events.

tant dean of students for the Office of
Multicultural Affairs (OMA).
The event has been planned through a
collaboration between OMA, International
Student Services and student groups.
“Collaboration is key in terms of maximizing our resources…and broadening our
audience,” said Leah McSorely, director of
International Student Services. This is “a
student-led initiative” and “a collaboration
across campus” according to Moua, emphasizing the work put in by student organizations to plan and organize an interesting
and interactive event.
This year’s New Year celebration will
have two parts. The first will be the cultural
performances, a showcase of three groups
each associated with a different culture.
The Minnesota K-pop Dance Crew, Zhong
Yu Kung Fu Association and the local dance
group Nkauj Hmoob Ntsias Lias will be

representing Korean, Chinese and Hmong
styles respectively.
After the performances, from 8 p.m.
until 9:30 p.m., a cultural expo with student
organizations will be held. Groups including Asia-A, Lawrence International and the
Waseda Program will share traditions and
part of their cultures through interactive
activities like origami and calligraphy.
“There are lots of activities to engage
not only Lawrence students but also community members,” said McSorely. The event
will also provide free food in collaboration
with Bon Appétit.
“This year, we’re trying something new
and having a variety of different foods,” said
McSorely. A menu of Asian foods decided
by the student organizations will be available to attendees to share a taste of these
cultures.
Thanks to funding from the Alyssa Paul

Maria Grant Student Activity Fund, LUCC
and Saturday Night Late, who were “more
than willing and gracious to contribute,”
said Moua. The event is completely free.
The money from these organizations goes
towards the food, compensating the performers and supplies for the activities in
the cultural expo.
Both people on- and off-campus are
welcomed and encouraged to join in the
celebration.
“It’s an awesome way to learn a little
bit about a lot of cultures,” said McSorely.
Moua added that “it’s a celebration of
culture, a little history and tradition and
about getting the campus together.” It’s also
a family friendly event with activities for
all ages.
The Lunar New Year event will be held
in the Esch Hurvis Room on Feb. 21, from 7
p.m. until 9:30 p.m.

friend who’s studying abroad. You could
have mind-blowingly crazy sex with your
significant other.
Don’t put yourself in the Hallmark box
that says you must celebrate Valentine’s
Day with a romantic partner. There are lots
of different kinds of love in this world. Take
this opportunity to tell someone what they

mean to you. That person could be your pet
goldfish, a friend you get coffee with once a
week or a professor who wrote you a stellar recommendation letter for grad school.
They might even be Aunt Gertrude. You
should probably call her and tell her you
got her card in the mail. It would probably
make her Valentine’s Day to get a phone call

from her most beloved Single Gal niece.

Student-led Lunar New Year celebration aims to entertain
Nalee Praseutsack
Staff Writer

______________________________

The fourth annual Lunar New Year
event will be held on Saturday, Feb. 21, and
welcomes all staff, students and non-Lawrentians to celebrate Asian culture during a
festive time of year.
The event was originally conceived by
Ornella Hills ’12, a student working in the
Office of Multicultural Affairs at the time.
She noticed that while Lawrence has a sizable population of Asian students there was
no programming for the significant holiday
of the Lunar New Year.
“[She thought] it would be a great
opportunity to help [Asian students] celebrate their culture and make them feel
more welcomed,” said Pa Lee Moua, assis-

Fifth year

continued from page 3
with them. You could paint pottery with
your sister. You could go out to dinner with
friends and sample the restaurant’s homebrewed beers. You could Skype your best

Cultural Performances
Cultural Expo

Send your questions to wagners@
lawrence.edu and have them answered
by Sarah, a double-degree student in her
fifth year at Lawrence University.

7 p.m.
8 to 9:30 p.m.

Esch-Hurvis Room
Warch Campus Center
Cultural performances will include K-pop, lion dance and
Hmong dance.
Ethnic food will be served during the cultural expo.
The event is free and open to the public.
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New group Aminal brimming with energy, talent
Izzy Yellen
Staff Writer

__________________________

Aminal—a heavy hitting and
hard grooving rock band made
up of conservatory students—is
quickly developing their sound
with a main goal of getting their
audience to feel good with their
music. The band consists of
sophomore Nathan Montgomery
on guitar and vocals, sophomore
Matt Blair on keys, sophomore
Sam Genualdi on bass and sophomore Jeremiah Lemke-Rochon on
drums. The began to play together
last year, and gradually created
the band after various jam sessions.
“We’re all best friends,” Blair
stated. “We have good communication, on and off stage.” This communication is vital to Aminal’s
sound, as they constantly try
different ideas out live but still
achieve a tight and well-rehearsed

sound. The communication also
applies to when they compose
songs. Instead of having one of
them bring in a song for the rest
to learn, they all bring in ideas and
let them naturally come together.
While they all have jazz in
their backgrounds, each member’s
musical background is unique.
Despite this, they find common
ground beyond jazz. “The foundation of everything we do has
to come from the soul,” Genualdi
shared. While there are countless
genres of music, and a plethora of
influences Aminal brings to the
table, they all play with this philosophy. Their music is honest and
rich with feeling.
They validated all of this during their concert at the McCarthy
Co-op, opening for jam band
Evergreen. Right away, they started using their music as an outlet
for their energy, producing a very
raw, but full sound.
This was most evident with

DuVernay’s “Selma”
Henry Dykstal
Staff Writer

_____________________

Ava DuVernay’s “Selma”
is a film everyone should see.
Like “12 Years a Slave,” it is
a film that takes a subject of
the American experience we
think we understood, that
we could picture, and then
breaks that idea over its knee.
It tells the story of Martin
Luther King, Jr. organizing the
Selma to Montgomery march
to protest voter suppression
done by the administration of
Governor George Wallace.
While DuVernay’s film is
far more conventional than
“Slave”—and, I would personally argue, the lesser of
the two—it is a vital, necessary film to understand both
American history and our
own time.
What makes this film
so effective is how DuVernay
refuses to make “The Martin
Luther King, Jr.” movie, making instead a political mosaic
similar to Steven Spielberg’s
“Lincoln.” It reveals how a
protest is organized, run
and achieved, be it working
with local leaders to getting
endorsements, as seen with
King’s frequent head butting with president Lyndon
Johnson.
There’s a lot right in this
movie. Bradford Young’s cinematography is stellar, capturing the transition of history
with simple light and shadow,
with no need for the flashy
tricks of his contemporaries.
The performances in the film
all around are excellent, from
Carmen Ejogo’s heartbreaking honesty as Coretta Scott
King to Dylan Baker’s scene
stealing slimy turn as J. Edgar
Hoover, waiting to strike at
King from the shadows.
Oyelowo’s magnificent
turn as King must really be
discussed. He does not portray King so much as channel
him, alternating accent and

posture in the blink of an eye
from the Martin Luther King
the man to Martin Luther
King the symbol, without even
making you realize that he’s
doing it.
Sadly, the film is not perfect. Jazz pianist Jason Moran
does the music, and instead of
staying at his piano tries his
hand at orchestration, turning
in something that’s not bad,
but nowhere near what he’s
capable of. DuVernay’s direction, though fabulous in small
quiet scenes—which most of
the film is—doesn’t mesh well
with the fact that this is a
very violent story, one whose
violence is both unpredictable and expected at the same
time.
Unlike “12 Years a Slave”
director Steve McQueen, or
even Spike Lee, DuVernay is
not good at portraying violence. This is extremely evident even at the start of the
film, in which the Birmingham
church bombing that initiates much of the film’s action
almost has a countdown clock
in how obvious it’s going to
happen, which is not what this
story needs or deserves.
But once again, I must
reiterate how important
this film is. With events like
Ferguson in the news, as well
as the Supreme Court’s recent
gutting of the Voting Rights
Act which MLK was so adamant in wanting to pass, it
can often feel like the nation
is going backwards. But that
isn’t the case, we must remind
ourselves. People die in this
movie, and even though it
took decades, the people who
killed them were brought to
trial and convicted. “Selma”
exists to remind us that even
though we haven’t come as
far as we would like to think,
we have come far, and we can
do better, and we have done
better. We just have to stop
waiting to do better. We must
move forward.

Montgomery’s vocals. More often
than not that singers tend to hold
back, most likely because they
are afraid of making a mistake.
However, Montgomery was able to
perform with no inhibition, making the vocals and the music exciting and wild.
His vocals were unbridled
and soulful, but would not nearly
be the same without the sound of
the other instruments. Each had
its own unique style and techniques, so that when everything
came together, the band produced a complex sound that really
grooved.
Montgomery’s guitar playing was often quite frantic and
exhilarating, and in a way, echoed
his voice. Unlike his voice, his guitar playing was more rhythmicbased, often adding an interesting
layer to the texture.
Similar to the frantic nature
of the guitar playing was Blair’s
piano playing. However, it was

Film Reviews

more free and fluid, akin to free
jazz pianists such as Cecil Taylor
and Muhal Richard Abrams.
Frequently, Blair did not play in
just one key—or sometimes any at
all—making those moments stand
out harmonically.
At a completely different end
of the spectrum was Genualdi’s
bass playing. His bass lines were
hip, groovy and typically laid back.
A main bassist influence for him is
James Jamerson, the bassist who
appeared on most of the Motown
Records releases. It didn’t take
much time to hear this influence
and bob your head to it.
Lastly, there was LemkeRochon’s drumming, which, along
with the bass, provided a sturdy and driving backbone to the
whole unit. It was a perfect mix
of rock drumming and jazz drumming. Lemke-Rochon has played
drums in a rock band since he was
a teenager so playing in Aminal
was a natural progression. But

because of his knowledge in jazz,
he was able to add in more interesting techniques such as melodic
playing or comping, not just keeping time.
Together, all the members
were able to create an ever-changing texture and dense sound that
complimented the music choice.
In addition to their original songs,
which contain influences from
jazz, math rock, avant-garde music
and various other genres, they
played fresh renditions of other
artists’ works such as “Purple
Haze” by Jimi Hendrix and “The
National Anthem” by Radiohead.
Aminal concerts are full of all
sorts of energies, a wide range of
music, dancing, incredible talent
and overall, a great time. You can
find Aminal on Facebook where
they will post about upcoming
shows and in due time, live and
studio recordings. Aminal will be
playing again at McCarthy Co-op
tonight, Friday Jan. 13.

Elderly revitalized in “Advanced Style”
his appreciation for their sar-

Anastasia Skliarova torial uniqueness—originally
Staff Writer

__________________________

When scrolling through
the “Critically Acclaimed Films”
sub-section of my Netflix
account, I was taken aback by
the vivid image of an elderly,
red-headed woman draped in
countless red boas. I looked at
the film description provided
for the film “Advanced Style:”
This film would follow “seven
stylish New York City seniors
who disprove the notion that
advanced years and glamour are mutually exclusive.”
Intrigued, I pressed play.
When one approaches the
end of one’s days at Lawrence
University, nearing the graduation finish line and seeing all
of the fresh-faced freshmen is
nearly enough to send a person into the throes of a quarter-life crisis. Even within the
context of a college education,
getting older can seem daunting. Watching “Advanced Style,”
however, put the actual senior
identity into perspective.
The documentary opened
with a scene of a man in a snappy checkered jacket getting off
the subway with a camera in
hand and approaching elderly
women. He tells them that they
look particularly elegant and
asks to take their portrait. One
woman is too busy to oblige,
but another lights up at this
request and strikes a pose.
The photographer, Ari Seth
Cohen, explains to the women
that he photographs “women
over 50 who have great style,
and who are active and vital.”
Indeed, even against the backdrop of the bustling metropolis,
these older women do not seem
out of place.
Cohen describes his childhood and says that his grandmothers were his best friends.
It was then, he claims, that his
affinity for older women and
respect for their resiliently
strong characters—as well as

developed.
Cohen started photographing stylish older ladies later
in his career, in honor of his
grandmothers, and these photographs became a part of his
famous blog. The blog turned
into a beloved book, and the
book became this documentary.
The film focused on the
lives of several New York
women. In their 80s were the
following: Joyce Carpati, who
worked for Cosmopolitan and
Good Housekeeping when
the magazine industry predominantly employed men;
Lynn Dell, who owns her own
fashion boutique; and Jacquie
Murdock, one of the original
Apollo Theatre dancers.
In her 60s was Tziporah
Salamon, who works at a vintage store and develops certain
outfits over the course of many
years, and in her 70s was Debra
Rapoport, a yoga-lovin’ clothing
designer who works with recycled materials to offer unique
textures in her creations.
The oldest women of the
documentary, Zelda Kaplan,
who died in the middle of filmmaking, and Ilona Smithkin,
who is still alive, were in their
90s. Kaplan died at 95 and went
out as she lived: in style. She
was sitting in the front row
of New York Fashion Week—a
row reserved for the most elite
of the New York fashion elite—
when she quietly collapsed and
died.
Smithkin is an acclaimed
artist whose portrait of Ayn
Rand made it to her book jacket. She also makes her own false
eyelashes from her signature
fireball hair and is frequently
requested to sing cabaret music
in hip nightclubs.
The film focused on the
everyday lives of these women,
showed their homes and underscored the clothing and accessories they choose to wear.
Although the clothing was different from woman to woman,

one thing remained constant:
none of their outfits let them
blend into the background—
they refused.
With voices as distinctive
as Fran Drescher and her mother from “The Nanny,” these
women unapologetically talked
about their personal standards
for feeling great every day. The
late Zelda Kaplan put it simply:
“One has learned to accept oneself” as one grows older.
These women are incredible role models for people living in a youth-obsessed culture
that ignores the inevitable reality of aging. Yes, they acknowledge that their lives have
changed over the years, but
they reject the prevailing sentiment that life must get worse,
which society often assigns
older women.
For them, each day is a
new opportunity to play with
fashion, feel alive and enjoy
what the world has to offer
them. After being impressed by
the subjects of this film, I firmly
believe their positive attitude is
worth adopting at any age.
This film was directed by
Lina Plioplyte and produced by
Cohen himself. It was released
in the United States on Sept.
26, 2014, so the film is relatively new. It has since received
a 90 percent approval rating
on Rotten Tomatoes, which is
a fine achievement, especially
taking into consideration its
uncommon subject matter.
However, given its charm and
color, this documentary’s fan
base is likely to grow and grow.
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SPOTLIGHT MASSICOTTE
Bryan Cebulski
Staff Writer

_____________________

Few things have a stronger pull on the human spirit
than beauty. We as a species
love to be captivated, to be in
awe, to see the world through
rose-tinted glasses. It is no
wonder then that so many people dedicate their lives to creating beautiful works of art. Such
is the vocation of senior Elise
Massicotte, who communicates
her aesthetic through music.
A Bachelor of Arts in
music, Massicotte has played
the cello as her primary instrument since she was seven years
old. She has always found the
positive impact that music can
have on one’s brain, to both the
performer and the listener, to
be incredible. This influenced
her decision to pursue music in
higher education.
“I’ve seen how much joy it
brings people,” said Massicotte,
“how it can change lives for the
better. I’m also kind of a sucker
for beauty, so I love being able
to produce something so exquisite.”
Like dance, however, the
gracefulness of music can
come at a cost. Massicotte cites

physical challenges as the most
difficult part of playing the
cello. Since her senior year of
high school, her artistry has
resulted variously in tendinitis,
muscle pulls and nerve pulls.
Playing an instrument like the
cello is more demanding on
the body that one might think.
That said, those sublime noises
that only a musical instrument
can achieve keeps the musician
going.
“There’s a moment when
I’m performing when it just
hits me,” said Massicotte, “and
I remember why I’m playing. Because often it’s just me
practicing and practicing and
practicing. All that technicality. And then all of a sudden
I’m playing in the chapel and
it’s sunset and the sun comes
down through the stained glass
windows onto me and I’m like
‘Oh yeah! This is why I do this.
It’s a beautiful pursuit.’”
Massicotte prefers to play
chamber music, a broad category of classical music that is
played by a small group. The
small amount of musicians
allows for greater intimacy and
communication between them.
It also cuts down on the stress
of performing solo without
being lost in the sea of a full

orchestra.
“I love the community,”
explained Massicotte. “I love
being able to play with other
people and talk about music.
We all rise and fall together in
the Con, it’s kind of nice.”
On campus and outside the
conservatory, Massicotte is copresident of the LU Unitarian
Universalists, a frequent volunteer through the Volunteer

Center, a worker with in SLUG,
a member of the National
Alliance for Mental Illness and,
occasionally, a swing dancer.
After
graduation,
Massicotte intends to learn
how to teach cello privately
and get started on a studio.
She is also considering starting
up a music academy in a poor
area so as to give underprivileged people the opportunity

to learn music.
Her senior recital will feature a Russian sonata, a Spanish
piece, and a set of baroque
music. A piano accompanist
will be with her for two of the
pieces, but she will perform on
cello solo for the baroque. It
will be held in Harper Hall at
8 p.m. on Friday, February 20.

Photo by Nathan Lawrence

1440 Theater Carnival a 24 hour comic success
Emma Arnesen

Staff Writer
____________________________________

Lawrence University’s annual Winter Carnival presented its
1440 Theatre Carnival performance on Saturday, February 7 at
the Music-Drama Center in Cloak
Theater.
Sponsored by the Lawrence
Society of Drama, 1440 consisted
of three short performances presented by Lawrence students who
had written, directed, and created
their own pieces in the last 1,440
minutes, or 24 hours. Though the
students did not have much time
to prepare and the stress of midterms loomed overhead, Saturday
night’s event was entertaining and

proved to be a good stress-relief
as well as a time to have fun.
The first performance was
a soliloquy co-written by senior
Portia Turner, sophomore Maddie
Scanlan, junior Aiden Campbell
and junior Jessica Teuber. The
plot revolved around a fictional
character, Dr. Rich von Magicman,
and his magical emporium.
Sophomore Ridley Tankersley,
portrayed Dr. Rich, a strange man
who for the entire performance
was convinced that the audience
members were rabbits dressed in
human suits. Tankersley, an active
member of Lawrence’s improv
group who is also involved in
many different theatre events,
entertained the audience with his
witty, sarcastic portrayal of Dr.

Rich von Magicman.
The next short performance,
“The Proposal,” was written and
directed by senior Portia Turner.
At first the audience was led to
believe that the play was about
a man trying to propose to his
girlfriend. Junior Aiden Campbell,
and sophomore Maddie Scanlan,
played the parts of the two main
characters.
After thinking the whole
time that Aiden’s character was
mustering up the courage to propose to Maddie’s character, the
audience realized the plot twist.
Instead of the play being about
a marriage proposal, Turner had
strategically and jokingly written
the play to be about a man proposing that his wife allow him to

hang up an ugly painting in their
house. Turner led the audience to
think one way, only to lead them
to a surprise ending.
Sophomore Sarah Axtell,
sophomore Willa Johnson and
sophomore Ridley Tankersley
wrote the third and final performance, “BURGLE BROS.” The
play was performed by four
freshmen—Kiah Combs, Sabrina
Conteh, Nauman Naseer Khan,
and Wouter Van Der Hoeven.
The plot revolved around a
group of teens burglarizing cats
and then losing them. Combs
described the preparation for
the play as “nothing I’d ever
done before.” Even though she
explained her past involvement
in many high school plays, the

ADVERTISE
EXPOSURE

set up of 1440 was very different,
“throwing together a play in like
eight hours was insane!”
Unlike most traditional student-run plays and performances,
the 1440 Theatre performance
was a test to see what sort of creativity could be crafted in less than
24 hours. Not only did the scripts
need to be written, but props and
costumes were also need to portray certain characters’ personalities. Combs added, “For a little
while I just got kind of exhausted
and never wanted to say my lines
again … but it was all worth it in
the end when the magic of the theatre took over.” Overall, the annual
Winter Carnival performance was
a success and was a nice comedic
break from studying for midterms.
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Thank you for the music

Jess Morgan
Staff Writer

It’s often purported that there’s a metaphorical—and even physical—divide between the
Conservatory and the college, but this construct is, for the most part, false. Music can be found everywhere on the Lawrence University campus, day or night; one only has to listen. With our world-class
Conservatory, the creation, appreciation and performance of music is a central aspect to many students’
lives.
There are an average of three performances every day at Lawrence. Student, faculty and visiting artist recitals are nearly a daily occurrence, and almost every weekend features a large ensemble concert.
At times, students can easily get caught up in their day-to-day routines, and taking time out to attend
an event can become a hassle. Lawrence students, even those without any interest in performing music,
consistently find the time to incorporate this uniquely musical culture into their schedules.

But Lawrentians experience music on more than just an academic level. Music finds its way into our
social lives, as well. Any given party on the weekend is likely to feature a full set of live music. The players will come from both the college and the Conservatory, and the music that they play may range from
funk to ska to Brazilian samba.
As such a common phenomenon on campus, it’s easy to forget just how unique and special it is to
have this accessibility to and immersion in live music. While forming and playing in a band at college
is certainly a staple of many university experiences, Lawrence’s position as a liberal arts college with a
Conservatory of Music directly impacts the quality and accessibility of those experiences.

Lawrence’s culture of diverse and ubiquitous music even exists within the Appleton community.
In August, the third iteration of Mile of Music will fill College Avenue with hundreds of musical performances, many of which will feature Lawrence students and alumni. Moreover, Lawrence alumni serve
in several managing roles for Mile of Music and three Lawrence students have been hired as interns for
this summer’s festival.

We have heard of possible plans to provide temporary housing for students interested in staying on
campus during that weekend. We hope these rumors are true, since such plans would make this festival
more accessible to Lawrence students. Moreover, Lawrence alumni serve in several managing roles for
Mile of Music and three Lawrence students have been hired as interns for this summer’s festival.
Whether students are listening in the Chapel, dancing in a house basement or venturing into the
Appleton community, they should recognize the musical privilege that they enjoy. It is our hope that
Campus Life and student musicians will continue the impressive work they have contributed to this
unique culture.

PHOTO POLL

Pursuing your passions
within the Conservatory

Billy Liu

Photographer

How does the Conservatory influence Lawrence culture?

“It’s really awesome to see the
student performances
and shows.”
–Kelton Jenkins

“There’s not much of a crossover between the Conservatory
and sports, though it’s starting
to shift now.“
–David de Stasio

“I like the diversity of music
of the concerts.”
–Diana Szteinberg

“There’s a more prevailing
influence of music than sports on
campus, unlike other schools.”
–Linnea Garcia

“It’s difficult to hang out with
many creative and dedicated
Conservatory students because
they are too busy.”
–Yulia Pak

“It’s cool to see the live music
performances on the weekends.”
–Ryan Hanna

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and
community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the authors. The
Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which
represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to
submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.

________________________

Lawrence is a great place
for me to pursue my interest in
piano, or for any other student to
start a new instrument, since half
of our university is dedicated to
music. However, the atmosphere
and high level of prestige within
the conservatory is intimidating,
making it scary to fully embrace
the knowledge and talented faculty it contains.
Non-music majors entering
the conservatory are faced with
the challenge of entering a setting
in which their peers have several
more years of experience with
music. Being surrounded by their
talent makes it hard not to make
comparisons to your own musicality and worry about measuring
up to their ability.
During my freshman year
at Lawrence, a girl on my floor
occasionally sang with her guitar
in hand. On occasions that her
door was open, listeners flocked
to the entrance to compliment
her music. Shortly after, she dismissed her own playing, comparing it to the conservatory. It
saddened me that she didn’t find
value in what so many of the other
girls admired at the time.
Without the guidance music
majors receive from their academic advisors, it can also be
difficult to navigate the conservatory’s resources and to know
what lessons or ensemble experiences are relevant. Students
who are a part of the same studio
spend several hours with their
fellow musicians, making it difficult for non-majors to immerse
themselves in an environment in
which everyone already knows a
lot about each other.
Entering the conservatory
as a music major does not mean
there is no potential for fear or
anxieties, either. Like most freshman, I was undecided about my
major entering Lawrence. If I
wanted to continue playing the
clarinet, I only saw two options
available: education or performance.
My first two years, structured rigidly around music theory
requirements, were confusing
and full of a lot of reflective questions. In addition, I desperately
wanted to pursue studies with the
piano but was terrified of putting
down my clarinet. After spending
almost ten years routinely practicing the clarinet, I knew that it
was something I was good at, so
starting over again terrified me.
College is perfect for discovering yourself and learning how to
use the interests you’re passionate about. The amount of music
degree requirements can make
it hard to decide what you want
most and to find time for necessary self-investigation. Instead of
finding ways to branch out, hours
are drained into rehearsals and
practice time, providing little time
to decide if the instrument you
have been playing for years is
your true passion.
If you are truly in love with
your instrument, are set on a
career path, have plans for how
to integrate your instrument into
your life after graduation and
want to spend the majority of your
time practicing, then I genuinely

applaud your dedication and selfawareness. However, there are
many conservatory students who
feel restricted from fully exploring
their potential in other disciplines
by the conservatory’s atmosphere
or from the fear of stepping outside of what they know.
This term I am taking “The
Entrepreneurial Musician” with
Brian Pertl, the dean of the
Conservatory. The class focuses
on activities that force students
out of their comfort zones and
includes a business proposal as
a final project. I found it striking
how many music majors in the
class are branching out and developing final projects that either
have nothing to do with their
major or explore music in a way
they are unable to do within their
classes and ensembles.
Each student in class recently
presented their ideas for their
final project. The presentations
exposed goals and passions students don’t typically share in
other settings. Senior Luke Rivard,
percussion performance major,
shared a business proposal in
which he hopes to focus on the
guitar. Luke says he would like to
“finish writing tunes that I started,
put together a group and then
record an album.”
Describing the experience
of sharing his business proposal,
Rivard said, “That was by far the
most surreal, terrifying performance I had ever given.” The performance and presentation was
an important, courageous step for
Rivard, who shared, “I only play
guitar in my room. When I took
out my guitar to go somewhere
one of my housemates was like,
‘oh when did you get a guitar?’ I
have never played guitar in one of
the practice rooms. It’s kind of like
social suicide.”
As an audience member, I
was touched by the performance
and inspired to take my interest
in piano more seriously. While I
don’t have much experience playing the piano, and Rivard has
much more experience playing
percussion than guitar, at one
point we were both beginners at
our main instrument.
Starting an interest in something new doesn’t have to become
your entire career, but you never
know where it could lead. During
my internship with the Fox Cities
Magazine, I had the privilege of
conducting a phone interview
with George Winston, a pianist
and composer. He shared that he
started playing the organ relatively late in is life, at age 18; he began
to study the piano a few years
later. Now, he is an established
professional pianist.
The experiences we gain at
Lawrence are meant to help us
prepare for what we hope to tackle after graduation, so we should
actively choose experiences we
would like to carry out after college. Even if you are a senior, there
is potential to reach out to professors who are knowledgeable
about your interests.
“Seeing my friends graduate
and seeing what they’re doing, I’m
realizing that you can literally do
anything you want. I have a few
more months here. I’m going to do
this and get input on it while I’m
here,” said Rivard.

See page 11
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Two perspectives on the anti-vaccination movement
What is the
government’s role?
Danny Davis
Managing Editor

________________________

The anti-vaccine movement,
which started as a relatively limited movement several years ago,
has mushroomed into a controversy that is unnecessarily endangering the health and safety of
many Americans. There are a host
of reasons why parents are opting
out of vaccinations. Some opt out
of vaccines for religious regions,
and some opt out due to nowdiscredited theories regarding the
medical risk associated with vaccines.
However, anti-vaccine groups
are now discussing vaccines as an
issue of personal freedom. This
does raise an interesting question: To what extent can our government coerce somebody into
undergoing a medical procedure?
Many vaccine opponents
argue that forcing parents to vaccinate their children is an impediment to personal freedom, which
is bad and scary and authoritarian. However, a quick glance into
the history books will show that
America has had a long tradition
of sacrificing personal freedom
for some greater social or political
benefit; more often than not, this
has been to ensure that the basic
needs of the American people are
taken care of.
First, freedom can have a
variety of meanings and contexts.
For example, while Americans
tend to think of freedom as something they are personally entitled
to, freedom can also be something
that an entire nation is collectively
concerned with. America is also
free in the sense that we can make
decisions as an entire state. Our
government has certain abilities
that may impede individual freedom but benefit our society as a
whole.
For example, the federal government can implement a military
draft in times of war. Is this an
intrusion on personal freedom?
Of course. It may actually be the
most intense intrusion on personal freedom our government is
capable of. However, it is done
only with the concern of national
security, which, in times of crisis,
trumps our individual right to not
join the military. Unfortunately,
living in the international community has very real safety threats,
threats that we as relatively privileged American citizens tend not
to think about. Our government
needs to have the ability to draft
U.S. citizens when our ability
to maintain national security is
threatened.
Another example is America’s
use of eminent domain. Eminent
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It is easy to ignore new interests and get wrapped up in the
tasks we tell ourselves we are
required to do. After declaring a
major, degree requirements and
the way we think others view us in

domain allows the our government to force an individual to give
up their property for public use.
For example, the Illinois state government invoked eminent domain
so that O’Hare Airport could
expand its facilities. Because the
state argued that the expanded
facilities were necessary for economic development the eminent
domain argument held The case
was settled in favor of the state
forcing a church to give up part of
its plot of land that was used as a
cemetery.
Along with national security
and economic development, our
government is obligated to ensure
the health of the public. Our government has an extensive practice
of intruding on personal freedom
for greater public health concerns.
For example, many local municipalities put fluoride in tap water
to prevent widespread oral diseases. Our government can also
quarantine people with dangerous illnesses to ensure the safety
of the public, as we recently saw
during the ebola crisis. During
nuclear meltdowns, the government reserves the right to force
citizens to evacuate a town.
Vaccine opponents have challenged the claim that the government has the right to interfere
with personal freedom for the
greater benefit of public health.
However, state and federal governments have already set the
precedent by taking an active role
in other issues of public health.
The health of children, who
have no say in whether they are
vaccinated or not, is absolutely a
matter of public health. Therefore,
the government has the precedent
it needs to make a final decision
on whether parents must force
their children to get vaccinations.
Our government must maintain
a fine balance between personal
freedoms and greater public concerns. Unfortunately for vaccine
opponents, their decisions to not
vaccinate their children have very
real consequences, not only for
their children but for those who
are too vulnerable to get vaccinated.
Just as our government can
force us to join the army for the
sake of national security, bulldoze
our homes for the sake of economic development, place chemicals in
our water or force us to evacuate
our homes to prevent widespread
death, our government ought to
start enforcing stricter vaccination requirements. Vaccine opponents must come to grips with the
fact that the state can and will sacrifice your freedom for the greater
public good without hesitation, as
is necessary for the functionality
of any country as successful as
ours.
our current roles cause us to hesitate to do something completely
different.
The conservatory can be an
intimidating place if you are starting a new instrument or shifting
away from the abilities that lead
you there, but it’s important to not
let fear get in the way of pursuing
things that intrigue us. I hope that,

Has ableism become a factor?
Aubrey Klein
Staff Writer

________________________

As everyone is well aware by
now, the ongoing debate about the
anti-vaccination movement has
reached fever pitch. While fears
about vaccines have been around
since the advent of the technology,
there has been a resurgence in the
past decade of fears that specific
vaccines such as MMR—that’s
mumps, measles and rubella—or
specific ingredients like thimerosal actually cause disease and/
or are linked to autism in children.
On the one hand, I want to
react to all this “debate”—if you
can even call it that—with “Why
are we even talking about this?”
These anti-vaxxers are sciencedeniers, despite an overabundance of research disproving the
very fears they stake their claim
in. They want to believe that the
science of vaccines is somehow
incorrect, as is virtually every
medical professional.
What’s even more interesting
is that the parents that are choosing not to vaccinate their children
are not doing so because they
never learned about how vaccines
work in school or because they
can’t afford vaccines. In fact, it’s
largely the opposite, for it’s white,
wealthy and educated parents
that are the ones choosing not
to vaccinate their children, citing
a “natural” and “chemical-free”
lifestyle.
Sometimes I feel like there is
no tactful response to this clearly
delusional point of view, so I’ll
let author and mother J.J. Keith
do the talking, in her crude but
straightforward way: “If that’s
what you’re thinking, then let’s
not mince words: You are a goddamned idiot. Please email me
your address and your schedule
so that I may come over to your
house and personally slap you
across the face.”
While it would be easy to
say that anti-vaxxers are nothing more than a small group of
ignorant people perpetuating
lies based on quack science and
general misinformation, it isn’t
that simple. For example, in an
opinion piece for the Los Angeles
Times, UCLA medical school professor and mother of two Nina
Shapiro noted that, for some parents, and most notably those hip/
new-age moms described above,
not vaccinating their children is,
“a little bit cool, it’s a little bit of
a trend.”
This notion of trendiness is
one of the most absurd things
about the anti-vax movement.

regardless of what brought you to
the conservatory or to your current degree path, the classes, lessons, ensembles and jobs you’re
dedicating your time to are truly
what you wish to do.

Matters of health and, in some
cases serious risk of suffering and
death, should not be matters of
trend. Unlike eating organic or
drinking Kombucha, which may or
may not be better for you depending on who you are, vaccines
undeniably prevent disease and
should not be a matter of choice.
Parents shouldn’t be able
to choose not to vaccinate just
because it’s a new parenting trend
or because they revel in the selfsatisfaction of living a natural,
alternative lifestyle. Toying with
life and death by not vaccinating
your children is not a trend, it is
downright dangerous.
Other health choices, like taking a vitamin, exercising or getting
a mammogram, are more optional.
Certainly, these are all things that
people should be doing but, in not
doing them, a person causes harm
only to themselves. However, an
unvaccinated child is a risk not
only to him or herself, but to those
around him, and not just because
they didn’t get vaccines either.
Immuno-compromised individuals, newborn babies too young to
get vaccinated, and senior citizens
are all at increased risk of contracting disease through no fault
of their own.
There is another damaging
effect of the anti-vax movement
that I think deserves more attention from the general public and
the media. While children whose
parents are choosing not to vaccinate are not really capable of having a voice in the debate, there is a
group of people who do, and that
is adults on the autism spectrum.
The anti-vax debate carries a
strong association with ableism,
in that one of the very fears of
vaccination is that it will “cause”
a child to have autism. There are
many things troubling about this
line of thought. First of all, it positions autism as a worse diagnosis
than the potential illness or death
that can result from contracting a
vaccine-preventable sickness like
measles or mumps.
Imagine how this must
appear to people that are living

with autism. Parents that fear
vaccines for their unfounded link
to autism are essentially telling
this community that they would
rather their child become deathly
ill, or make someone else deathly
ill, than end up like them.
To anti-vaxxers, an autistic
person is a damaged person, and
heaven forbid their child be damaged in any way. Nevermind that
autistic people are still people
and lead lives just as valuable as
anyone else’s. But, apparently,
this is something that anti-vaxxers cannot seem to wrap their
heads around and instead abide
by a sick and distorted opinion
that dehumanizes people on the
autism spectrum and insinuates
that their life is not one worth
living.
In fact, it does appear that
there is more to the anti-vax
movement than meets the eye, in
that it is more of a threat than we
may have realized. It carries not
only a physical risk, but an ideological one. This recent controversy shows us the ways in which
ableist ideas, while not currently
positioned front and center, are
distinctly tethered to the anti-vax
debate.
As members of a collective
society, it is our duty to seek to
understand our neighbors, and
recognize that the choices we
make and the ideas we spread
affect those that live alongside us.
In a wider context, the antivax movement is not just about
parents and kids, but also about
the health of a society and how, by
virtue of difference, certain groups
of people are deemed less important than others. If anti-vaxxers
want to live in their own far-off
colony of chemical-free organic
bliss, then so be it; when they
still live in communities full of
diverse people, their choice not to
vaccinate is really not their own.
The consequences—medically,
ideologically or otherwise—have
lasting effects that will survive
long after the media hype is over.
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